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Let F be a (finite) algebraic number field, and let K be a cyclic cubic extension 
of F, Assuming that the 3-class group of F is trivial, we determine the rank of 
the 3-class group Sx of K, and we obtain some additional information about the 
structure of SK. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Q denote the field of rational numbers, and let K be a finite algebraic 
extension of Q. Let 1 be a prime number, and let SK denote the Z-class 
group of K (i.e., the Sylow Z-subgroup of the ideal class group of K). Let 
rank SK = dimrs(SK @z, Et), where FZ is the finite field of I elements, 
and Zz is the ring of I-adic integers. 
For I= 2 and K/Q quadratic, the genus theory of Gauss completely 
specifies rank SK . Now let 1 be an arbitrary prime number, Hilbert, Hasse, 
and others, have generalized the genus theory so that it is possible to 
specify lower and upper bounds for rank SK when K is a cyclic extension 
of degree I over a number field F such that SF = {l}. We exhibit some of 
these results in Section 2. 
In Section 3 we specialize to the case 1 = 3. Here we are able to specify 
rank SK in terms of certain groups that arise in the generalized genus 
theory (cf. Theorem 3.1). In Section 4 we assume that F contains a 
primitive cube root of unity, 4, and obtain a theorem from which rank SK 
can be more easily computed (cf. Theorem 4.1). In Section 5 we fix 
F = Q(c) and show explicitly how to compute rank SK (cf. Theorem 5.3). 
* The results presented here are based on results contained in the author’s Ph.D. 
thesis written under the supervision of Professor Kenkichi Iwasawa at Princeton 
University. 
**Author’s current address: Department of Mathematics, University of Texas, 
Austin, Texas 78712. 
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In subsequent papers we shall show explicitly how to compute rank & 
when k is a pure cubic extension of Q or a cyclic cubic extension of Q. 
We conclude this introduction with some remarks about notation and 
references. In general we use multiplicative notation for groups and 
modules, and the action of a group or a ring on a module is expressed by 
exponentiation. Furthermore, (x0)’ = xuT. The Hilbert symbol 
in this paper corresponds to @, u)~ in [l] and (a, !J)~ in [2]. Results from 
class field theory or Kummer theory that are quoted without references 
may be found in [l], [2], [6], or [7]. 
2. GENUS THEORY AND AMBIGUOUS IDEAL CLASSES 
Let 1 be an odd prime number. Let F be a finite algebraic extension of Q, 
and let K/F be a cyclic extension of degree I over F, Let A4 denote the 
maximal abelian unramified extension of K, and note that M/F is Galois. 
Let CK denote the ideal class group of K. By class field theory 
CK g Gal(A4/K). 
We consider the exact sequence 
1 -+ Gal(IV/K) -+ Gal(M/F) + Gal(K/F) + 1. 
Let 7= be a generator of the cyclic group Gal(K/F), and let Z~ E Gal(AI/F) 
map onto T. Then Gal(K/F) acts on Gal(AI/K) by pT = z;‘~z~ for 
p E Gal(j%f/K), and this action is independent of the choice of the represen- 
tative Z~ since Gal(A4/K) is abelian. Moreover, by class field theory this 
action of Gal(K/F) on Gal(&I/K) agrees with the natural action of 
Gal(K/F) on CK when we identify CK with Gal(A4lK). 
Next we def%re the genus field of K/F, which we denote by A4I , to be the 
maximal abelian extension of F contained in AS! (cf. [6]). Then Gal(M/A&) 
coincides with the commutator subgroup of Gal(jV/F), and Gal(iVJF) g 
Gal(A4/F)/Gal(A4/iUI). Now Kc AI1 since K/F is abelian. Then using the 
isomorphism C& z Gal(iV/K), we see that Gal(iV/iVJ can be identified 
with a subgroup of CK, which is called the principal genus of CK . By 
[3, p. 24, Theorem B” “I this subgroup is Ck’, where Cg* = {ul+ 1 u E &}. 
Then Gal(A4JK) zz C&k’, which is called the group of genera. 
Let CF denote the ideal class group of F. Let SF (resp. &) denote the 
Sylow I-subgroup of CF (resp. CX). Let Cz = {uz 1 u E C} for any abelian 
group C, and let Cl-7 = {ul-’ \ u s C] for any abelian group C on which T 
acts. 
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LEMMA 2.1. gSF = {I}, then SK1 G Sk’. qCF = {l}, then CKz c Cg’. 
ProoJ Assume S’$ = {l}. Let b E ,SKzs So b = a1 for some a E Sx . Let 
al = al+7+..*+7z-1 . The ideaI class ai is the image of a under the map 
induced on ideal classes by the norm map from ideals of K into ideals of F. 
So aI represents an ideal class in SF . But by assumption SF = {I}. So 
a1 = 1. Then 
b ~ aZ = aZa-l = aZ-U+~+..~++l) = &~~l-? . . . al-rz-1 @l-r 
1 K. 
So SKl c Sk’. If we replace SK by CK and SF by CF, then the same proof 
shows that CKz c Ck’ when CE = {I}. 
COROLLARY 2.2. IfSF = {ll, then 
rank SK = rank SK/S~-’ + rank Si-‘JSK1. 
ProoJ Rank SK = rank SK/SK1. If SF = {lj, then rank SK/SKz = 
rank SK}Si-r j- rank SiVr/SKz since SK/&~, SK/SiP7, and Si-‘/SKz are 
elementary abelian Z-groups. The second statement follows from 
Lemma 2.1 and the fact that CK/CKz G SK/SKz. 
We now turn our attention to ambiguous ideal classes. We say that an 
ideal class a o CK is an ambiguous ideal class of the cyclic extension K/F 
if a7 = a, where T is a generator of the cyclic group Gal(K/F). Let 
Cg) = {a E CK 1 a’ = a} arid1 S$) = {a s SK 1 a7 = a}. If SF = {l} and 
a s ,‘j’k), then al = al+~+***+~ = 1 (cf. proof of Lemma 2,l). So SF) is an 
elementary abelian j-group if SF = {l}. Similarly Cg) is an elementary 
abelian Z-group if CF = JJI. It is then clear that Cg) = Sgl if CF = {lj. 
LEMMA 2.3. Zf SF = {l}, then rank Sg’ = rank SK]Sp7. Hence, v 
CF = { 1 j, then rank Cg) = rank CK/Cgr, since C$‘) = Sj$ and C&‘~7 z 
SKJ,$7 when Cp = {l}. 
ProoJ Assume SF = {l}. We consider the exact sequence 
1 -+s&--+s~~s~-s&!?~-~-+ 1, 
where u(a) = al+ for a E SK . This exact sequence implies that S$) and 
SKJS$-‘r have the same order. Since they are elementary abelian &roups, 
then rank Sg’ = rank SK/Sgr. 
Let SF = {l}. In [4, Theorem 131 Hasse specifies rank Sz’ as follows: 
rankSg’=d+q*-(r+l +o) c2.u 
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where 
d = number of ramified primes in K/F, 
r = rank of the free abelian part of the group of units EF of F, 
0 = 1 or 0 according as F contains a primitive lth root of unity 
or not, 
q* is defined by [VF* : F& = l**, where VF* = {X E EF 1 
x = NK,p( y), y e Kz}. Here NK,F is the relative norm from 
K to F, Epl = {x1 1 x o EF}, and Kx = K - {O}. We note that 
EJ = NK,F(EF) c VF*; hence the index makes sense. 
Note that Eq. (2.1) provides us with a lower bound for rank SK. 
In [4] Hasse also discusses strong-ambiguous ideal classes, which form 
a subgroup C&j* of CF). We can define strong-ambiguous ideal classes 
in the following manner. Let IK denote the group of ideals of K. Then 
a e CK is a strong-ambiguous ideal class if there exists a representative 
a E IK for a such that a1--T = (1). (Note that a E Cg) requires only that 
there exist a representative a E IX for u such that a1-T = (x) for some 
x IZ Ka.) Let SjJis denote the subgroup of S$) consisting of those strong- 
ambiguous ideal classes which are contained in SK . (Of course, ,!?gjs = Cg)s 
if CF = {l}.) If we again assume that SF = {l}, then 
rank Sk!s = d + q - (r + 1 + o). cw 
The only new symbol is q, which is defined by [VP : EFl] = lg, where 
VF = {X E EF ] x = NKiF( Y), y E EX = group of units of K}. 
Our next result provides an upper bound for rank & . 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let F/Q be afinite extension, and let K/F be a cyclic 
extension of odd prime degree 1. Let r be a generator of Gal(K/F), Let SK 
(resp. SF) denote the l-class group of K (resp. F). Assume SF = {l>. Let 
bI ,..., bi l SK be representatives for generators of the factor group S&$?. 
Then bI , bIJ ,,.., b$‘-‘, bz ,..., bi’-‘,,.., bt ,..,, b$‘-’ generate SK , where 
A=l-7. 
ProoJ The proof is essentially identical to the proof of Theorem 5 
in [8] and will not be presented here. 
COROLLARY 2.5. With the above assumptions, rank SK < t(1 - l), 
where t = rank ,ISJS&~ = rank $9. Here Sg’ denotes the group of 
ambiguous ideal classes in SK . 
ProoJ Apply Proposition 2.4 and Lemma 2.3. 
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3. CYCLIC CUBIC EXTENSIONS 
In the remainder of this paper we restrict ourselves to the case I = 3. 
TJSEOREM 3.1. Let K be a cyclic cubic extension of a (jimte) number 
field F. Let T be a generator of Gal(K/F). Let SK (resp. &) denote the 3-class 
group of K (resp. F). Assume SF = {l}. Let t denote the rank of the group of 
ambiguous ideal classes S$l in SK , and let s = rank($) + S~vr)JS~-r. Then 
rank Sn = 2t - s, and Sn is isomorphic to the direct product of an abelian 
3-group of rank 2(t - s) and an elementary abelian 3-group of ranks, 
where each element of the elementary abehan 3-group of ranks is an 
ambiguous ideal class. 
Proof. From Corollary 2.5, t < rank& < 2t. Let b oSK and 
A=l---7. ‘&an bA2 = bl-2T+Ts = bl+T+T2-3T = b-ST s&-e SF = {I}. 
Since r acting on SK is an automorphism, SK3 = S$ c SKA c SK. Let 
a mod SKA t+ aA mod Si’ for aGSK. 
We note that &/SKA and SKA/Sia are elementary abelian 3-groups and 
hence may be viewed as vector spaces over the finite field of 3 elements. 
Then A* is a surjective vector space homomorphism. Hence there exist 
groups R, W such that 
SKACR, WCSK 
W/SkA = ker A* 
R. W=SK and R n W = SKA. 
Since SKA c W, then S$ c WA. Since W/SKA = ker A*, then WA C S$. 
Hence WA = S$. Let WO = ker(A: W -+ WT. We note that WO = Sg), 
the group of ambiguous ideal classes in SK . Since SKA % S$ = WA is 
surjective, then 
Since Sg) has exponent 3, there exists a subgroup S2.i c S’g’ such that 
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sinceSK= R. WancIRn W=SKA. 
Lets = rank Sj& = rank(SF’ * SKA)/SKA = rank W/SKA. From Eq. (3.1) 
we see that the theorem will be proved if we show that rank R = 2(t - s). 
Since (Sg,L)3 = {1} and SK3 = S$, then 
rank R = rank R/R3 = rank R/SK3 = rank R/S;’ 
= rank RISKA j- rank SKA/S$ 
= 2 rank RiSKA 
since RISKA s SKA/S$. Then the definitions of R and W and the fact that 
t = rank Sg) = rank SK/SKA imply 
rank RISKA = rank SJSKA - rank W/SKA 
=t-s. 
COROLLARY 3.2. With the same hypothesis and notation as Theorem 3.1, 
supposes = t. Then SK = A’$‘, an elementary abelian 3-group of rank t. 
From the proof of Theorem 3.1, we also have the following result. 
COROLLARY 3.3. With the same hypothesis and notation as Theorem 3.1, 
suppose Sk-’ = SK3. Then SK = Si’, an elementary abelian 3-group of 
rank t. 
4. CUBIC KUMMER EXTENSIONS 
We now specialize to the case where F contains c, a primitive cube root 
of unity. We let j7 be a cyclic cubic extension of F. By Kummer theory 
K = F(.x1j3) for some x E F. In Section 2 we defined the genus field Ml 
of K/F and showed that C&k’ g Gal(MJK). Now &JS~’ is the Sylow 
3-subgroup of C&&-r and a direct summand of CX/Ckr. So there is a 
(unique) field i& such that Kc A&, L M1 and SX/SkT s Gal(A&/K). 
(Mz is the maximal 3-extension of K contained in M1 .) We assume 
SF = {lj. Then from Lemma 2.1 and the isomorphism S&S&r z 
Gal(MJK), we see that Gal(iV&/K) is an elementary abelian 3-group. We 
let t = rank Gal(M.JK). (Note that t = rank &/Sk’ = rank SE).) By 
Kummer theory there exist x1 ,..., X~ E K such that Mz = K(x~‘~,..., x:‘~). 
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THFIOREM 4.1. Suppose the number field F contains <, a primitive cube 
root of unity, and assume that the 3-class group of F is trivial. Let 
K = F(x1J3) # F, x E F. Let MS = K(xlf3,..., xi/‘) denote the maximal 
3-extension of K contained in the genus$eld MI of K]F, where [Mg : K] = 3t 
andxI ,..., xt G K. Let aI ,..., at be ideals of K whose ideal classes form a basis 
for the group SgJ of ambiguous ideal classes in the 3-class group Sx . Let s 
denote the rank of the matrix 
~%~~ 1 <i<t, 1 <j<c 
where c+~ E F8 = jmite jeld of 3 elements 
p = (x~~3)w (power residue symbol) 
Pij = Artin symbol 
t 
K(x:‘~)/K 
% 1. 
Then ra& Sx = 2t - s. Furthermore S’x is isomorphic to the direct product 
of an abelian 3-group of rank 2(t - s) and an elementary abelian 3-group 
of rank s. 
Proof From Theorem 3.1, it suffices to show that rank(a& = 
rank($) * SkT)/SkT. F’ t n-s recall that the genus field MI is an tmramified 
abelian extension of K and KC MS C MI . So the conductor of MS/K is (I), 
and hence the Artin symbol (F) E Gal(Mz/K) is well defined for all 
ideals a of K. We define a map 
where the first map is the natural inclusion; the second map is the natural 
projection; and the third map is the canonical isomorphism described 
earlier in this section. If cl(a) denotes the ideal class of an ideal a 
of K such that cl(a) E Sg’, then using class field theory, we see that 
cl(a) H* (+q. The kernel of 1,4 is Sk’ n SF*. 
Now Mz = K(4”,..., $7 and [Mz : Kl = 3t imply that there exists 
an isomorphism 
8: Gal(MJK) % Gal(K(xi13)/K) x .a* x Gal(K(xt/s)/K). 
By Kummer theory there exists for each i = I,..., t an isomorphism 
t?<: Gal(K(x:‘3)/K) + Fs 
P - % 
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where @ = (~f’~)@-i. Let 
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where IFat denotes a vector space of dimension r over Fs. Since Sg) is an 
elementary abelian 3-group, it may be viewed as a vector space over Fs . 
Then it is clear that y is a vector space homomorphism, and 
ker y = ker I,!J = Sg) n Sk’. 
Now the matrix (cL~J is precisely the matrix of v with respect to the basis 
WhL chat)} of Sg). Then 
rank(&) n SF’) = rank(ker 9) = t - rank(aij), 
or equivalently, rank(aij) = t - rank@’ n SkT). Since SF) is an 
elementary abelian 3-group of rank t and 
then rank((SK (‘) * SF7)/SkT) = t - rank($) n Sk7) = rank(a& which is 
what we wanted to show. 
Remark. With the assumptions that c E F, SF = {l}, and K/F is cyclic 
cubic, Theorem 4.1 shows how to compute rank SK. To apply the theorem 
to a specific case, we must find t, x1 ,..., x$ , a1 ,..., at that satisfy the 
hypotheses of Theorem 4.1, and then compute the appropriate power 
residue symbols. In general this is a formidable task. However the 
calculations are relatively easy when F = Q(c), and we examine this case 
in detail in the next section. 
5. CYCLIC CUJW EXTENSIONS OF Q(c) 
In this section we let F = Q(& where < is a primitive cube root of unity. 
We let K be a cyclic cubic extension of F. So K = F(x~/~) for some x G F. 
By multiplying x by the cube of a suitable element in F, we may assume 
that x is an integer in F which is not divisible by the cube of a prime 
number in F. 
We now utilize certain properties of F. The ring of integers, Z + Z{, 
of F is a principal ideal domain whose nonzero elements can be written as 
&Ail&z, where A = 1 - [ is a prime element dividing 3 (in fact, AZ [13), 
z = 1 (mod 3(Z + Z&‘)), and & and is are nonnegative integers. Using 
this fact and F(x113) = F((-x)~/~), we may write K = F(x~/~) with 
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where the ri are prime elements = I (mod 3(Z + Zo) for 1 < i < g, 
ei = I or 2 for 1 < i < g, e,, = 0, 1, or 2, and et = 0, I, or 2. 
To compute t = rank @), we use Eq. (2.1): 
rank Sk’ =d+q*-(r+l+o). 
For the fields F and K of this section, 
dz g’ 1 
if (A) does not ramify in K/F, 
&?+ 1, if (A) ramifies in K/F, 
r = 0, 
0 = 1, 
1 
1, 
cl*= 0 
8 C E NK,FW% 
, 8 l$ ~dK9. 
So rank ,S$) = d - 2 + q*. We can determine the value of q* by using 
the cubic Hilbert symbol in K (cf. [1, Chap. 121 or [2, pp. 348-3551 for 
properties of the Hilbert symbol). Now { e iVK,r(P) + (+) = 1 
x9 c for all prime ideals p of F. Since c is a unit, - 
t 1 P 
= 1 if n does not 
ramify in K/F. We now consider p = (vi), V~ 1 x. Then 
+ ri splits completely in F(<li8)/F 
-a ni s I (mod A3). 
So if some 7ri = 4 or 7 (mod A3), then q* = 0. Otherwise, each 
7ri = I (mod A3), and (&) = 1 for all ri [ X. The “product formula” 
then implies T!; t ) = I. Hence q* = 1 if all 7ri = 1 (mod A3). So 
we have proved the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let F = Q(iJ, where < is a primitive cube root of 
unity. Let K = F(x~/~) # F, where x = Ae~<%+ a** ~2, A = 1 - <, each 
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ri E F is a prime element = I (mod 3(Z + Zl)), ei = 1 or 2 for 1 < i < g, 
eA = 0, 1, or 2, and eL = 0, 1, or 2. Let d denote the number of primes that 
ramzyy in K/F. Then the rank t of the group S$’ of ambiguous ideal classes 
in the 3-class group SK of K is given by 
id - 1, 
t = id - 2, 
if each rri = I (mod &?), 
if some rri = 4 or 7 (mod A3), 
if each ni = 1 (mod A3) and x & 1 (mod A3), 
1 
if each vi = 1 (mod As) and x = 1 (mod A3), 
if some rri = 4 or 7 (mod A3) and x + 1 (mod A3), 
if some ni = 4 or 7 (mod /13) and x = 1 (mod A3). 
Remark. The condition x + 1 (mod A3) is a necessary and sufficient 
condition that (A) ramify in K/F (cf. [5, Theorem 1191). 
Our next step is to tid elements xl ,..., xt that satisfy the hypotheses 
of Theorem 4.1. We first note that Mz = MI if F = Q(c). This is true 
since the ideal class group CF = {I], i.e., we use KC Mz C MI , 
C&g’ g Gal(MJK), &/Skr s Gal(Mz/K), and C&p’ z S#~r 
when CF = {1} (cf. Corollary 2.2). So we want to find elements x1 ,..., X~ E K 
such that MI = K(x~‘~,..., xi13). 
PROPOSITION 5.2. (cf. [9]). Let F = Q(l), where c is a primitive cube 
root of unity. Let K = F(x1j3) # F, where 
A = 1 - {, each We E F is a prime element = 1 (mod h3) for 1 < i <f 
and=40r7(modA3)forf+l<i<g,eC=lor2for l<i<g, 
e,, = 0, 1, or 2, and eC = 0, 1, or 2. Let MI denote the genus field of K/F. 
Then $x + 1 (mod A3), 
where hi = 1 or 2 is chosen so that nj+In9 = 1 (mod A3) for f + 2 < i < g. 
If x = 1 (mod A3), we get a similar equality for Ml if we delete one of the 
cube roots from the right hand side of equation (5.1). 
Proof Assume x + 1 (mod A3). Then we note that (A) ramifies in KjF. 
Let MI’ represent the right-hand side of Eq. (5.1). We note that there are 
t cube roots in this expression (cf. Proposition 5.1). Next we note that only 
7~~ ramifies in F(T~‘~)/F for 1 < i < f, and only 7~,+~ and ri ramify in 
F((T~+~T@~~)/F for f + 2 < i < g. As a result of these ramification 
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properties, each of the fields F(nii3),..., F(@~), ~‘((~~+~~~+$a)i/3),. ..,
mnt+1 I7 ~‘a)~/~), F(x113) is disjoint from the composite of the other fields. So 
[F(?q ,..., Try, (Trf+p$y3 ,..., (7Tf+p~y3, x1/3) : F] = 3t+r, 
and hence [Mi’ : K] = 3t. Since [M1 : ZCJ = 3t, we will have M1’ = ~~ 
if we can show that h4r’ C Ml. Recall that Mr is the maximal abehan 
extension of F contained in the Hilbert class field of K. Now A4i’ is an 
abelian extension of F since it is the composite of abelian extensions of F. 
So it suffices to show that A4r’ is unramified over K. But this is true 
because each (7ri) is the cube of an ideal in K, ri = 1 (mod As) for 
1 < i <J and ~~+i7$i = 1 (modA3) forf+ 2 < i < g. 
The case x = 1 (mod A3) is handled in a similar manner if we delete one 
of the cube roots from the right-hand side of Equation (5.1) (cf. 
Proposition 5.1). 
Remark. For F = Q(& the elements x1 ,..., xt of Theorem 4.1 can 
actually be chosen from F as indicated in Proposition 5.2. 
To apply Theorem 4.1 directly, we must find ideals a1 ,..., at whose ideal 
classes form a basis for Sk) and then compute the appropriate power 
residue symbols. What we actually do is find ideals whose ideal classes 
generate Sg), and we replace the power residue symbol calculations in K 
by Hilbert symbol computations in F. 
With Equations (2.1) and (2.2) applied to the field K of this section, 
we see that Sg) may be identified with the group Sg,)8 of strong-ambiguous 
ideal classes, except when [ = ZVK,F( y) for some y G Z@, and { # NKjF( y) 
for any y o EK, where EK is the group of units of K. We note that a 
necessary condition for the exceptional case is ri = I (mod A3) for all i 
(cf. proof of Proposition 5.1). In the exceptional case 5’:) is the direct 
product of Sg,‘8 and a cyclic group of order 3. 
Using the notation of Proposition 5,1, we select the prime ideals ‘!& 
in K such that !Bi3 = (7rJ for 1 < i < g, If (A) ramifies in K/F, we let I 
denote the prime ideal in K such that I3 = (A). If there exist ambiguous 
ideal classes of K/F which are not strong-ambiguous, we let ‘$ be a prime 
ideal which is contained in one such class and is relatively prime to 
xl ,..., xt , where x1 ,..., xi G F satisfy M1 = K(x~‘~,..., x;‘~). (That such a ‘?@ 
exists is a consequence of the Tchebotarev density theorem (cf. [7, p. 169l). 
Let Zg) denote the free abelian group generated by ‘& ,..., !&, , 1 (if (A) 
ramifies in K/F), and !B (if there exist ambiguous ideal classes which are 
not strong-ambiguous). Let Dg) = Z.$J/(Z$‘)3. We note that Dg’ may be 
viewed as a vector space over F3. Let u denote the dimension of Z$) 
over ff3 . Then u = g, g + 1, or g + 2 as specified above. Now the map 
Zg) .-+ Sg) defined by a t+ cl(a) induces a surjective homomorphism 
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CO: Dg’ -+ Sg). We let T = y 0 6~: IIF) -+ Fat, where q~ is the map 
described in the proof of Theorem 4.1. We let 
VLh 1 <i<r, 1 < ,j :< U, 
be the matrix of 7 with respect to the basis {VP,..., ‘$32, L (if included), 
‘$ (if included)}, where the integers q ,..., eg are defined by Proposition 5. I. 
Explicitly, 
Pfj E F3 
pi, = (sy;'3yr~ (power residue symbol) 
for 1 < i S f if (A) ramifies in K/F, 
for I < i < r if there exist ambiguous idea1 
classes which are not strong-ambiguous. 
Since CO is surjective, rank&) = rank(a<J = .Y (cf. Theorem 4.1). 
We next construct ideles uvI ,..., awg , aI , ap e JK, where JK is the idele 
group of K, such that 
(a,, K(xij3)/K) = (K’d;3)‘K) 
(a@ , K(xtJ3)/K) = (K’xg)‘K) 
This can be accomplished as follows. Let 
aqj = (..., 1, x113, l,...) for 1 <j < g, 
the idele which is I at all places except at the place corresponding to $Ij , 
where it is x113. Let 
aI = (..., 1, Xl, l,...), 
which is 1 at all places except at the place corresponding to I, where we 
insert an element ~1 E K which is divisible by I, but not by 12. Finally, let 
a$ = (..., I, x5$ , I ,... ), 
641/8!1-7 
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which is 1 at all places except at the place corresponding to 6.J?, where 
we insert an element x9 E K which is divisible by !J3 but not by $12. 
Now 
where NKjFunj is the idele (..., 1, x, l,...) of F which is x at the place 
corresponding to (TV) and 1 at all other places. We let a*9 denote NK,Fuqj . 
Similarly 
(uI , K(x;‘~)/K) 1 F(x;/~) = (uA , F(x;13)/F), 
where u,, = NK,+r = (..., 1, X~ , l,...) with X~ = NKIF(xt). Also 
(uv , K(xy)/K) 1 F(xy) = (UT , F(xyyF), 
where Us = NK,+zp = (..., 1, xT, l,...) with (TT) = NK,&3) and x,, = 
~K,FW~ 
We now reconsider the equation QQ = (x!‘~P~-~. From our calculations 
we can replace 
PU by vfj = (uvj 9 F(x:‘~)/~‘) 
kg+u by vib+l) = (uA , F(x;‘~)/F) 
Pfu ‘Y ‘iv, = (q, , F(x;‘~)/F) 
So we have 
[Bij = (xff3)‘ijM1 
for 1 < i < t if 
(A) ramifies in K/F, 
for 1 < i < t if there exist 
ambiguous ideal classes which 
are not strong-ambiguous. 
for all i, j. 
Since the ideles uVi (I < ,j < g), Us , uV are local ideles, we may identify the 
expressions (xi’3)“fj-1 with the cubic Hilbert symbols (*), (w), 
and (w) for the local fields FT~x~i3)JFrj , FA(xi’3)/FA , and F*(x~‘~)/F= , 
respectively. 
Our fmal step is to simplify (w) and (w). Since h 11 X~ , we 
may write x2 = &AyAz;‘, where yA and Z~ are integers in F, each congruent 
to I mod A. Since we may choose xi = 1 (mod A3) for 1 & i < t by 
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Proposition 5.2, then v = I and i 1 
xi 7 ZA 
t 1 (AI = 1 (cf. [I, Chap. 121 or 
[2, p. 3541). so 
Next we write xfl = ry=, where y,, is relatively prime to r. Since ‘$5 
was chosen relatively prime to X~ ,..., X~ , then n is relatively prime to X~ 
for all L Hence 
We can now restate the results of Theorem 4.1 for the field F =-= Q(c). 
THEOREM 5.3. Let F = Q(c), where [ is a primitive cube root of unity, 
and let K = F(x1j3) # F, where x = Ae~<%r~ ..* nia, A =: I ~.- [, each 
7~~ E F is aprime element = 1 (mod 3(2 + Z<)), ei = 1 or 2 for 1 ‘2 i :< g, 
e,, = 0, I, or 2, and eC = 0, I, or 2. Let MI = K(x;‘~ ,..., x:‘~) denote the 
genus jield of K/F, where [MI : K] = 3$, -xi E F for 1 < i :.:I t, and 
xi = 1 (mod A3) for 1 < i < t. If there exist ambiguous ideal classes of K/F 
which are not strong-ambiguous, let ‘$ be a prime ideul of K contained in 
one such class and which is relatively prime to x1 ,..., x, . Let TT be a prime 
element of F such that (T) = Nk,r(‘@, where Nk,r is the norm rnap.from K 
to F. Let s denote the rank of the matrix 
where pij E Ez = jinite field of 3 elements 
if (A) does not ramijy in K/F and ati 
ambiguous ideal classes are strong-ambiguous, 
if (A) ramijies in K/F and there exist ambiguous 
idea/ classes which are not strong-ambfguous, 
otherwise, 
1 < i < t, j = g + 1, [f(A) rami$es in K/F. 
1 < i < t, j = u, ij there exist ambiguous 
idea/ classes which are not strong-ambiguous. 
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Then the rank of the 3-class group SK is 2t - s. Furthermore, SK is 
isomorphic to the direct product of an abelian 3-group of rank 2(t - s) and 
an elementary abelian 3-group of rank s. 
Remark. We recall that Proposition 5.1 shows us how to compute t, 
and Proposition 5.2 shows us how to find elements X~ ,..., X~ which satisfy 
the requirements of Theorem 5.3. We note that the computation of the 
elements pij requires only arithmetic in F = Q(l). The only potential 
difficulty is finding 7r, but in most cases all ambiguous ideal classes are 
strong-ambiguous, and hence this difficulty does not arise. indeed, a 
necessary condition that there exist ambiguous ideal classes which are not 
strong-ambiguous is vi = 1 (mod A3) for all i = I,..., g. 
We conclude this paper with an example. We let K = F(141j3) = 
F((-14)l13). Since -14 = ~I~z7r3 with nI = 1 + 3(, nz = -2 - 3L 
rs = -2 (note that 7 = nIvrz), then Proposition 5.1 shows that t = 2. 
By Proposition 5.2 we can pick x1 = rIrz2 and x2 = 7rI(-2). Since (A) 
ramifies in K/F and all ambiguous ideal classes are strong-ambiguous, 
then ZJ = 4. A routine calculation then shows that the 2 x 4 matrix (&) 
has rank 2. Hence rank SK = 2(2) - 2 = 2. Furthermore, SK is 
isomorphic to an elementary abelian 3-group of rank 2. 
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